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JAYEX HEALTHCARE WINS FOUR-YEAR CONTRACT WITH 
COHEALTH 

Melbourne, Australia; 29 November 2016  

Jayex Healthcare (ASX.JHL) is pleased to announce that it has signed a four year contract with 
Cohealth, a non-profit community health organisation in Melbourne. Jayex was selected as the 
preferred tender in a recent submission to provide a queue management (patient arrival / calling 
and engagement) solution for Cohealth’s new health centre in Footscray. 

Cohealth provides a range of vital local health and support services including medical, dental, allied 
health, mental health, assisted living and counselling across Melbourne’s CBD, northern and western 
suburbs.  

The contract includes the installation of all the features provided by the Jayex Enlighten Platform 
including patient arrival, patient workflow management, patient calling, and will require integration 
with four separate practice management systems across medical, allied health and dental services. 
The installation of the Jayex solution is expected to commence in December and be completed by 
the end of March 2017. The contract is over 4 years with the majority of income payable on signing 
and installation and the balance in maintenance income over the next 4 years.   

Commenting on the announcement Chairman Michael Boyd said “We are pleased and excited that 
Cohealth has chosen our solution, Cohealth is a substantial community health organisation and our 
ability to tailor our technologies to their specific requirements is yet another example of the 
strength of our technology. We continue to focus on rolling out our technologies across the UK and 
Asia Pacific Regions and look forward to reporting more successes in the near future.” 
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About Jayex Healthcare Limited - www.jayexhealthcare.com.au  
 
Jayex Healthcare is a leading provider in the United Kingdom and Australia of integrated healthcare services delivery 
platforms, incorporating the Company's four interconnected and proprietary technologies, being: 

• the Enlighten patient workflow platform; 
• the Appointuit patient engagement solution; 
• the Pharmacy Delivery 2 U prescription delivery service ; and  
• the BluePoint® remote pharmacy prescription processing and dispensing terminal. 
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